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Abstract: The operational concept of aerodynamic formation flight, also referred to as aircraft
wake-surfing for efficiency (AWSE), has high potential in terms of fuel savings and climate impact
mitigation. In order to implement this concept, many technological and operational challenges
have to be coped with. As the fuel consumption during a mission strongly depends on a successful
execution of AWSE, the existing uncertainties regarding flight planning increase. While a conservative
fuel planning ensures a follower to complete the mission even in the case of a formation failure,
it might result in high amounts of excess fuel and, therefore, additional fuel consumption. In this
study, this issue is addressed by the adaptation of flight planning procedures to the requirements
of AWSE focusing on fuel planning in particular, considered from the perspective of a designated
follower aircraft of a two-aircraft formation. This trade-off is modeled as an n-action two-event
decision-making problem. Each of the possible actions is represented by a combination of mission
routing and a corresponding diversion airport, taking atmospheric effects (e.g., wind) into account in
order to determine the resulting amount of trip fuel. The two events under consideration are a total
formation failure in contrast to a complete success. Based on a scenario with a set of double origin
destination pairs characterizing the formations and representative weather patterns for the North
Atlantic region, each action is analyzed with regard to the expected fuel consumption and expense.
Based on a set of assumed formation success probabilities, we find that the proposed method holds
a savings potential to reduce the follower’s fuel consumption by 4.8% and its monetary expenses
by 1.2% compared with a conventional flight planning. In order to gain a monetary profit margin
applying this method, the required formation success probability is shown to vary between 92% and
96%, depending on the assumed fuel price.
Keywords: aerodynamic formation flight; follower aircraft; fuel planning; decision-making; route
optimization; flight planning; fuel uncertainty; aircraft wake-surfing for efficiency
1. Introduction
As efficiency in transportation sector with regard to energy and environmental impact
has an increasing amount of relevance in the context of climate change, there have been
many studies focusing on fuel efficiency in aviation and optimized flight planning in partic-
ular. In comparison with flight path optimization, which is a predominant subcategory in
the research field of flight planning, fuel planning usually gains less notice. However, fuel
planning can have a decisive impact on the economy of a mission as well, which particularly
applies for low-cost airlines, since fuel represents a major share of their operating costs. At
the same time, fuel planning is a crucial step in flight planning regarding operational safety.
The prevailing regulations [1] in terms of mission fuel demand that significant amounts
of reserve fuel are loaded, which are designated to cover various sources of operational
uncertainty. According to [2], the most important sources are represented by meteorological
effects on the one hand, and by the possibility of commanded detours by Air Traffic Control
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on the other hand. An aircraft operator, therefore, needs to find a trade-off in fuel planning
that maintains safety while considering aspects of economy. Since each additional fuel
component that is added to the take-off mass results in higher values of fuel consumption
during the mission, it is recommended to use reasonable guide values, which help with
avoiding unnecessarily high amounts of excess fuel. This relation has been exemplarily
examined for a major US carrier in [3]. The analysis of actual mission data records found
distinct Cost-To-Carry effects, sometimes simply referred to as Fuel-for-Fuel (FFF) effects,
concluding that a reduced fuel uplift due to an adapted flight dispatching might save 1.04%
of fuel consumption.
A further study in the same field, lean and responsible fuel planning, is presented
by [4], proposing a methodology, which provides support in the decision-making process
regarding the derivation of optimal holding fuel quantity. The FFF effects, here referred to
as Fuel Carriage Penalty, are investigated based on a continuous decision tree approach
that derives the expected expense for a given interval of holding time. Among other
findings, it concludes that a slightly more cautious holding fuel policy provides a high
benefit regarding diversion prevention for a comparably small cost increase.
Beyond the measures of fuel planning, there are operational concepts as well that are
aiming at the reduction of FFF effects, such as Intermediate Stop Operations. The concept
proposes splitting long-haul flights in two or more segments and conducting refueling
stops at favorably located airports along the track. The resulting savings due to reduced
take-off masses clearly outweigh the additional fuel consumption induced by the extra
climb segments, providing an average fuel savings potential of 4.8%, as shown in [5].
Therefore, we investigate a possible utilization of the discussed FFF effects, specifically
in the context of aerodynamic formation flight. This operational concept, also referred
to as aircraft wake-surfing for efficiency (AWSE), allows a follower aircraft to utilize the
energy in the leader aircraft’s wake vortex and can result in a significant reduction of fuel
consumption, as long as the formation can be maintained. Conducting a Trans-Atlantic
mission with AWSE, for instance, the follower can easily reduce its fuel consumption
by 15–20% [6–8] compared with the case for which the mission is conducted along the
same flight path without benefits. As a consequence, the follower’s fuel requirements
do not solely depend on the aircraft’s own operative uncertainties, but also on those
associated with the leader aircraft, and affecting the probability of unforeseen events
during the mission. Moreover, the possible margin of up to 15–20% adds a high variability
to the required mission fuel, considering that the success of AWSE conduction is only
one parameter of uncertainty among many. It cumulates to further factors and might
be causatively connected to other occurrences, such as Air Traffic Control and weather,
inducing additional fuel demand. The situation under investigation, therefore, constitutes
a novelty in flight planning and raises the question, whether the expected benefits should
be considered in the course of the fuel planning process.
A break-even analysis was conducted in [7], quantifying the FFF induced savings
potential regarding fuel consumption and direct operating costs (DOC) of a flight planning
procedure that fully includes the anticipated benefits induced by AWSE and balances them
with the additional expenses to be expected from a formation failure. For a formation
success, the procedure was demonstrated to enable fuel savings up to 5% (2000 kg per
mission). The additional expenses, however, essentially arise from a detour for a refueling
stop along the route, which is optionally scheduled according to a variant of the estab-
lished Decision Point Procedure (DPP). This procedure has been adapted to the special
characteristics of AWSE and is henceforth referred to as AWSE-DPP. It was shown that
a refueling stop due to formation failure does not necessarily result in additional fuel
consumption. With a favorable refueling airport available, detours can be achieved to
be small and the reduced take-off mass still results in slight fuel savings compared to
a conventional fuel planning. Although a diversion was shown to be feasible at almost
neutral cost regarding fuel consumption, it was found that the assessment of a refueling
stop regarding costs CDOC can be highly disadvantageous. The possible monetary loss
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exceeded the monetary benefit by a factor of 15 to 30, mainly depending on the availabil-
ity of airports along the track. This raises the question regarding whether a flight plan
according to AWSE-DPP might be conducted depending on the ratio of achievable values
of profit and loss. Therefore, a workflow is developed in order to derive fuel planning
decisions with optimal expected outcome, presuming various levels of formation success
probability. Furthermore, it is necessary to verify whether a slight adjustment in routing
towards available En-Route-Alternates (ERAs) along the track might affect this ratio favor-
ably. These questions are addressed in the course of this study for a statistically significant
meteorological setting, several west-bound Trans-Atlantic flight connections, and under
consideration of flight performance.
2. Adaptation of Decision Point Procedure to AWSE
The regulation on calculating the usable fuel in the course of flight preparation of
commercial air transportation is documented in [2], which also includes designated fuel
reserves for various purposes that are associated with specific flight phases. The subject of
investigation throughout this study is the combined mass of trip fuel (TF) and contingency
fuel (CF). The trip fuel is the required fuel mass mTF to enable an aircraft to fly from take-off,
or from a predefined in-flight position, until touch-down at the destination airport (ADES)
and represents the main share of the loaded fuel. The contingency fuel is intended to cover
unforeseen circumstances during the mission. For a conventional planning process, the
contingency fuel mass mCF should be at least equal to 5% of the trip fuel mass. Instead of a
conventional planning procedure, an operator can choose from a diversity of fuel policies
in order to determine the contingency fuel, based on the terms as described in [9]. This
study is focused on an adapted version of DPP, which is subsequently discussed in detail.
2.1. The Principle of DPP
An established option of flight planning with Reduced Contingency Fuel is the De-
cision Point Procedure, which presumes that the contingency fuel is not used along the
mission segment before reaching a predefined Decision Point (DEC). Along this segment,
the mission is operated according to a flight plan that is officially heading to the ERA. If
the mission is going according to schedule and the aircraft successfully passes the DEC
position with sufficient fuel on board, a second flight plan takes effect, which is heading to
ADES. In the case of unexpected complications, on the other hand, the commander will
hold on to the initial flight plan, conducting a refueling stop at the predefined ERA.
The required reference values determining the fuel amount for a mission conducted
according to DPP are depicted in Figure 1, the resulting equations based on regulations
from [2] are given in Equations (1)–(3), deriving the combined amount of trip fuel and
contingency fuel. Initially, the procedure instructs the operator to calculate the trip fuel
associated with the original flight plan, which is heading to the defined ERA, and charges
that the amount of required trip fuel along the marked segment with an additional amount
of 3% contingency fuel. These segments are defined by serially arranged waypoints, which
are classified by type as depicted in Figure 1. Henceforth, these types of waypoints will be




















mTF+CF = max(mTF+CF,DIV, mTF+CF,SDL) (3)
A mission affiliated with that original flight plan and its corresponding fuel amount is
referred to as Diversion Mission (DIV), see Equation (1). Subsequently, the required trip
fuel is derived for a mission heading to the intended destination and 5% of the required
trip fuel along the route segment between WPDEC and the commercial destination airport
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WPADES is added for contingency fuel. This option is henceforth referred to as Schedule
Mission (SDL, see Equation (2)). Finally, Equation (3) instructs the operator to calculate
both options, DIV and SDL, and selects the respective higher value, ensuring that the
defined WPERA is in range for all events. If the mission goes according to plan, trip fuel
and contingency fuel are expected to cover a safe arrival at WPADES. These two viable
options are marked red (DIV) and blue (SDL) in Figure 1, on the left-hand side highlighting
the corresponding track, on the right-hand side schematically depicting the evolution of
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Figure 1. According to DPP [2], the follower’s amount mTF+CF is calculated for two cases: firstly up to ERA, according to
Equation (1) (red line), secondly up to ADES, according to Equation (2) (blue line). The respective higher value is selected
for fuel planning to ensure safety for all events. The adapted variant AWSE-DPP takes AWSE benefits into consideration
for an anticipated success (SDL) and neglects them for an anticipated failure (DIV). (a) formation mission geometry
including relevant parameters for AWSE-DPP; (b–d) Qualitative visualization of mTF+CF according to Equations (1)–(3)
under consideration of ERA1.
2.2. Minimum Required Fuel with DPP
In this study, we calculate the position of WPDEC in percentage of air distance sAir
with regard to the follower aircraft (FW). The air distance takes atmospheric effects into
consideration, such as wind and temperature (see Section 4), and can strongly differ from
the ground distance sGround. The evolution of mTF+CF according to Equation (1) is exem-
plarily depicted in Figure 1b for WPDEC positions between 50% and 100% regarding sAir,Fw
under consideration of a single En-Route-Alternate (here ERA1). The plot in Figure 1c
depicts the combined amount of mTF+CF for SDL, derived from Equation (2). Finally, the
acceptable amount mTF+CF according to Equation (3) is depicted in Figure 1d, illustrating
the rules of DPP for a single aerodrome under consideration. An optimized flight planning,
however, should select the combination of WPDEC and WPERA from a larger set of options,
as the WPERA position along the track not only has a strong impact on safety, but also
on the consequences of a refueling stop regarding flight time extension and the involved
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additional cost. In order to be a suitable WPERA for refueling according to the regulations
by European Union Aviation Safety Agency [1], the selected aerodrome should be located
within a specific area along the track as represented by the highlighted circle in Figure 1.
This area has a radius equal to 20% of the flight distance and its center is located at a
position of 75%, both with regard to the track’s ground distance.
2.3. Application of Adapted AWSE-DPP
As depicted in Figure 1, a mission conducted with AWSE involves two airplanes,
referred to as leader and follower, heading to the rendezvous starting point (WPRSP) in order
to fly jointly in aerodynamic formation until passing the separation ending point (WPSEP).
We assume that the follower is positioned approximately 30 wingspans behind the leader,
utilizing the energy of the leader’s wake. Along the segment between WPRSP and WPSEP,
this procedure can significantly reduce the follower’s fuel burn. After passing WPSEP, both
aircraft continue to their respective destination airports. Adopting the idea of original DPP
and adapting it to the characteristics of AWSE as initially proposed in [7], the SDL scenario
assumes an accurate mission progress, including a full success regarding formation benefits.
The expected AWSE benefits of the follower are therefore fully considered in fuel calculation
according to Equation (2). On the contrary, when deriving trip fuel and contingency fuel
for the case of diversion according to Equation (1), there is no consideration of expected
AWSE benefits at all, assuming a total formation failure. In both cases, the routing of the
follower remains unchanged until arriving at WPRSP, reflecting a scenario in which the
crew has no information on the imminent formation failure. Therefore, the crew has to
cope with a situation, in which the option of saving fuel due to a more direct routing to
WPADES or WPERA is not available. Due to this adaptation, the blue line in Figure 1c is
vertically shifted to lower values (DPP→ AWSE-DPP), affecting the minimum fuel value
to be located at WPDEC positions earlier along the track, as indicated by the dashed lines
depicted in red and blue.
3. Optimized Flight Planning with AWSE-DPP
Our proposed procedure to optimize fuel planning scenarios for a formation flight
follower aircraft can be divided into four steps. Firstly, a search space is generated, each
point representing a potential WPDEC, using formation geometries as data input. Secondly,
multiple planning scenarios are derived, applying AWSE-DPP. In a third step, these scenar-
ios are evaluated regarding their fuel savings potential for each WPDEC. In the final step,
the expected expenses are analyzed for various levels of assumed success rates regarding
AWSE execution. In the following, the four steps according to Figure 2 are discussed
in detail.
3.1. Search Space Generation
Following the question regarding to which extent a minor deviation from the reference
track yields potential to reduce additional mission costs induced by a refueling stop, a
search space needs to be designed to perform an investigation. Since the cost CDOC of
a mission might be strongly affected by an increase regarding flight time in case of a
diversion mission, it is examined whether that cost increase can be damped in exchange for
a marginal increase of fuel consumption on a mission according to schedule. This trade-off
is implemented by a slight shift of the mission track towards a suitable position of WPERA.
In order to examine these effects, while mostly maintaining optimality (see Section 4) of
the reference track, the search space is generated as depicted in Figure 2 (Step I). Based
on a reference mission geometry (black line) that is processed as input data, the follower
routing is subdivided into percental segments, henceforth considered as unit step, with
regard to air distance sAir,Fw. Beginning at WPDEC position 60%, an initial set of possible
waypoints WPDEC is generated along the reference track, proceeding until position 95% is
reached. Originating in each of these positions, referred to as on-track WPDEC, arrays are
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generated containing additional points that are arranged perpendicularly to the reference
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Figure 2. Proposed workflow for optimized flight planning with AWSE-DPP, subdivided into Step I to IV. Based on
assumed values P(A) for AWSE success probability, the depicted event tree between Step II and IV shows exemplarily the
derivation of the expected expense and the resulting savings potential ΦDOC of an AWSE-DPP action in comparison to a
conventional action.
Maintaining the depicted set of fixed waypoints WPADEP Fw, WPRSP, WPSEP, and
WPADES Fw that are adopted from the reference mission geometry of the follower aircraft,
the set of schedule mission geometries is derived from the WPDEC positions subsequently.
In order to comply with these mandatory constraints, each WPDEC of the search space is
connected to the corresponding closest fixed points according to the integration sequences
in Equations (4) and (5):
sAir,Fw(WPSEP) > sAir,Fw(WPDEC) :
−→
WP[ADEP Fw→RSP→DEC→SEP→ADES Fw] (4)
sAir,Fw(WPDEC) > sAir,Fw(WPSEP) :
−→
WP[ADEP Fw→RSP→SEP→DEC→ADES Fw] (5)
Each connection between a WPDEC and a fixed point is derived applying a wind
optimal routing algorithm, solving a Zermelo’s problem. Assuming a spherical earth and
the aircraft to be a massless point, the algorithm applies an optimal control approach to the
heading angle in order to derive the minimum time track crossing a wind field. Further
details on route optimization are documented in [10]. Before the generated SDL mission
profiles are considered feasible, the relative detour of each routing is compared to the
reference track. In order to be taken into consideration for further analysis, the detour via
the WPDEC with regard to the complete mission air distance must not exceed 1% compared
to the reference formation follower track or otherwise, the point is discarded:
sAir,Fw(WPSEP) > sAir,Fw(WPDEC) :
−→
WP[ADEP Fw→RSP→DEC→ERA→ADES Fw] (6)
sAir,Fw(WPDEC) > sAir,Fw(WPSEP) :
−→
WP[ADEP Fw→RSP→SEP→DEC→ERA→ADES Fw] (7)
In the last step of search space generation, a set of corresponding diversion missions
is derived for each generated schedule mission. Depending on availability, up to three en-
route alternates WPERA are assigned to each WPDEC in search space under consideration of
the regulation on suitability of aerodromes, as depicted in Figure 1. In the case of more than
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three suitable options, the alternate airports corresponding to WPERA are selected favoring
shorter DIV missions with regard to air distance. In analogy to SDL mission generation,
the assembly of DIV mission geometries is carried out according to predefined sequences
taking WPERA into account for integration as intermediate stop (see Equations (6) and (7)).
3.2. Derivation and Evaluation of Fuel Planning Scenarios
A decision support procedure is presented in [11] that optimizes the long-term ex-
pected expense under consideration of forecasted occurrence probability of events. The
analysis considers the quality of forecast information as a significant factor. Although we
do not implement a consideration of forecast data, but assume perfect information regarding
meteorology, effectively neglecting forecast induced uncertainties, the follower aircraft fuel
planning problem is formulated according to the terminology of an n-action two-event
decision-making problem, preparing the implementation of discussed uncertainties. In a
situation of two possible events, the decision maker (i.e., the flight planner) has to select
one of n actions, each associated with a level of protection, before the event is revealed and
the outcome is clear.
As the search space subdivision is discretized by decision point positions, setting the
two parameters WPDEC and WPERA can distinctively identify the corresponding mission
geometry that is obtained from Step I. The resulting fuel plans consisting of mTF+CF for the
corresponding mission geometries are derived based on a trajectory calculation model (TCM).
The evaluation of SDL missions is performed including the expected AWSE-benefits (see
Equation (2)), while neglecting the AWSE-benefits for DIV missions (see Equation (1)). Finally,
the respective higher value is selected according to Equation (3). Henceforth, the combination
of mission geometry and associated fuel plan is referred to as action α(WPDEC, WPERA). The
amount of mTF+CF is supplemented by further fuel reserves (see Section 4) that are not part of
the optimization process. The full amount of fuel load associated with an action is referred to
as Block Fuel. In addition to the set of DPP-based actions, TCM is applied to the reference
mission geometry in order to derive a conventional fuel planning without consideration of
AWSE benefits and DPP. The detected amount mTF is charged with a designated mass mCF
equal to 5% of mTF. This action, being used as a reference case in the following, accepts
an increased level of costs beforehand to the mission in exchange for ensured capability of
operating the full mission autonomously. According to the terminology discussed before, this
reference case is considered to be a fully protected action, for the sake of ease simply referred
to as Protected Action in the following. The actions applying AWSE-DPP, on the other hand,
are considered Unprotected Actions, as they are based on a strategy that minimizes expenses
beforehand in order to maximize potential outcome and accept the possible appearance of a
re-fuel stop in case of a formation failure.
With completion of Step II, the set of available actions is complete and needs to
be evaluated for both events, A (Formation Success) and B (Formation Failure). The
possibilities of outcome are schematically depicted at the bottom of Figure 2, resembling
an event-tree in their presentation. The three axes are associated with Steps II to IV and
exemplarily show the effect of events A and B on the fuel consumption and the resulting
expenses for two actions, differing in their level of protection. When following the path
that originates in the unprotected action, the occurring event in transition from Steps II
to III splits the string of outcomes in two possibilities. In the case of event A, represented
as the blue path, the choice of an unprotected action results in the lowest possible fuel
consumption due to the decreased take-off mass and formation success. When following
this path to Step IV, the unprotected success is found to be the most favorable combination,
regarding its fuel consumption as well as expense. In case of event B, the red path shows
fuel consumption (on arrival at WPADES) that is higher than its original fuel uplift (at
WPADEP)—caused due to a refueling stop at WPERA. The transition of unprotected failure
to Step IV shows by far the highest value of expense.
In comparison, the fuel consumption of the protected action is positioned in the center
between the results of the unprotected action. Showing a distinct gap between outcomes
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for events A and B, the four cases under consideration are therefore arranged in two
groups depending on formation success. The fuel consumption of the protected failure is
exemplarily depicted lower than unprotected failure. Depending on the reference mission
geometry and meteorology, however, inverse situations regarding fuel consumption have
been observed in [7]. In Step IV, the comparison between protected and unprotected
failure is supposed to underline the disproportionately high effect of cost increases due to
a refueling stop. While the differences of protected success and protected failure regarding
their expenses can be traced back to saved fuel costs alone, the unprotected failure also
takes increased flight time, landing fees, and various other factors of a diversion mission
into account, leading to a clear increase compared to the protected failure.
3.3. Selection of Fuel Planning Scenarios
The calculation of trajectories applying TCM evaluates investigated actions regarding
the evolution of flight time, fuel burn rate, position, and further parameters, enabling the
analysis of mission cost CDOC according to the parameters discussed in Section 4. For the
decision-maker, these results provide a base to select an action according to prevailing
preferences, which for instance can be represented by a minimization of long-term fuel
consumption or expenses. However, in order to decide whether a planned mission should
be operated according to an unprotected action or not, it is necessary to estimate the
probability weighted, expected values for the full set of available options, and to conduct a
comparison to the alternative protected action. Since there are no available data on success
rates of formation flight in European airspace, assumed values for the probability of event
PEvent(i) are introduced. The expected fuel consumption mFuelCon,Exp and expected expense















PEvent(i) = 1 (10)
Provided that an unprotected action holds a savings potential compared to the pro-
tected action, the action can be considered as a profitable decision. The quantity of the
savings potential is henceforth referred to as ΦFuelCon with regard to fuel consumption and
ΦDOC with regard to monetary savings. According to Equations (11) and (12), the potential









In Step IV, the full set of available actions is compared to detect the lowest value of
ΦFuelCon, respectively ΦDOC, depending on the optimization criterion.
4. Assumptions, Data Input, and Scope of Investigation
In the context of a two-aircraft aerodynamic formation flight mission, a combination of
departure and destination airports is referred to as double-origin-destination-pair (DODP).
In the scope of this study, we examine the investigated effects based on four DODPs that
are combined from four different airports (see Table 1). All investigated missions are west-
bound Trans-Atlantic flights, starting in London (LHR) and Paris (CDG) with destinations
in New York (JFK) and Chicago (ORD). In each case, the follower aircraft departs in LHR
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and lands in JFK. However, the DODPs are combined such that all permutations regarding
common and different departure and destination airport are represented, therefore varying
the benefit-yielding formation segment in length and position. Our mission geometries
have been optimized with regard to a total fuel consumption including both formation
partners. In the course of this optimization process, various combinations of WPRSP and
WPSEP positions, arranged in a search grid, are varied by a pattern search algorithm, max-
imizing the AWSE benefits while minimizing the air distance and fuel consumption for
both partners. The prevailing wind situation is taken into account regarding the routing,
based on an optimal control algorithm. Further details on the procedure for derivation of
mission geometries are presented in [8].
The geometry optimization described above has been conducted for each DODP
and for eight atmosphere days, yielding 32 investigated mission geometries in total. Our
selection of considered atmosphere data (see Appendix A) is based on an investigation [12],
in which typical weather situations in the North-Atlantic region were identified and
classified into representative summer and winter patterns. The detected variation between
atmosphere days is particularly clear for winter months, yielding five different atmosphere
patterns for winter and three patterns for summer. The high degree of variance among these
patterns becomes visible, when exemplarily comparing the time optimal tracks between
London (LHR) and New York (JFK), which were found to vary by more than 60 min of
flight time. As the jet streams significantly differ in their positions, directions, and velocities
in the set of patterns, the examined formation geometries hold a distinct diversity. This
leads to a variance of the investigated missions with regard to routing, total air distance,
relative length, and arrangement of the formation segment as well as the set of suitable
alternate airports WPERA.
Table 1. Scope of investigation.
Parameter Value
DODP 1 CDG and LHR to JFK and JFK
DODP 2 CDG and LHR to ORD and JFK
DODP 3 LHR and LHR to JFK and JFK
DODP 4 LHR and LHR to ORD and JFK
Number of meteorological days 8
Aircraft type (Ld and Fw) B777-200
Cruise Mach 0.84
Cruise Flight Level FL390
Loadfactor 0.78
Fuel reserves 4500 kg
The atmosphere data used in this study are based on the European Reanalysis Interim
data set and can be obtained from the European Center for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF). The data are arranged in a coordinate grid with a spatial resolution
of 0.75◦ in horizontal dimension and a total of 60 vertically distributed layers between
surface and an altitude level corresponding to a pressure level of 0.1 hPa. The atmosphere
data comprise wind vector information, temperature, humidity as well as pressure and are
projected on flight trajectories using a linear interpolation routine between the data points.
Further information on the atmosphere data is provided by ECMWF [13].
The determination and evaluation of fuel planning scenarios are based on a trajectory
calculation model taking expected aerodynamic benefits induced by AWSE into account
(MultiFly-TCM), as presented in [14]. The implemented flight performance model is
provided by the Base of Aircraft Data models in version 4, supplied by EUROCONTROL
and documented in [15], enabling a detailed calculation of the evolution of fuel. The leader
and follower aircraft type are selected to be a Boeing 777-200 with a load factor 0.78. Along
the formation segment, the mission is conducted with a cruise Mach number of 0.84 and a
flight level FL390. In addition to the fuel amount mTF+CF, an allowance of 4500 kg is loaded,
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covering additional fuel reserves required for a holding phase. As described in Section 2, an
aerodrome needs to fulfill certain requirements regarding its location along the track to be
suitable as WPERA. Furthermore, a considered airport needs to be available for commercial
aviation and to provide the required infrastructure. Based on the assumption of a standard
meteorological day, the B777-200 needs a minimum runway length of 10,000 ft [16]. The
collected information [17] on the aerodromes is summarized in Appendix B, containing the
names, locations, and the specific color code, which is assigned to each airport considered
throughout this study.
The monetary evaluation method for obtaining CDOC is employed according to [18].
This approach analyzes several factors of a mission, including fuel consumption and mis-
sion time as well as crew-, maintenance-, landing-, navigation-, and ground handling-fees.
Furthermore, the maximum take-off mass and payload are taken into account, representing
equivalent values for the aircraft size, which allows a consideration of depreciation and
insurance. Based on average values of the year 2019, the fuel price is set to 0.64 Eurokg .
The remaining costs are scaled to the year 2016, based on initial values from 2012, under
consideration of the U.S. inflation rate of average consumer prices.
5. Results and Discussion
The results of the proposed workflow are presented in this section, beginning with the
analysis of search space in order to select and evaluate optimal flight planning scenarios.
Subsequently, the optimization potential provided by AWSE-DPP is quantified with regard
to fuel savings and monetary costs. Finally, the minimum required success probabilities for
sustainable operations are analyzed.
5.1. Selection and Evaluation of Optimal Actions
In Figure 3, the presented fuel planning results are arranged in rows of two charts,
respectively, both with a common color code and linked data. The search space, depicted
on the left-hand side, is generated for each combination of meteorological day and DODP,
which is displayed on each map and refers to the nomenclature in Table 1 and Appendix A.
In this map, a set of three symbols is used in order to represent the search space
around the follower’s reference track, which is marked as black line. The squares represent
WPDEC located on the reference track (henceforth labeled by index On), quantifying the fuel
planning optimization potential of the reference track with regard to the given optimization
metric (see Section 3.1). There is one node-array allocated to each WPDEC,On, containing a
set of off-track DECs (henceforth labeled by index Off ), which are represented by small
circles. In the course of the optimization process, the points WPDEC,Off allow a slight shift
of the planned track towards the surrounding aerodromes. These aerodromes are depicted
as colored triangles, if suitable as WPERA, or grey, if they do not fulfill the requirements
(see Section 2.2) for the track under investigation. Finally, a subset of the points WPDEC,Off
is depicted as diamonds, indicating that they hold a higher optimization potential than
the corresponding WPDEC,On. The availability of diamond markers in each node-array is
therefore optional.
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Figure 3. Overview on fuel planning scenarios with regard to (a) minimum fuel uplift, and (b) minimum fuel consumption
for an assumed formation success probability of PEvent(A) = 0.95. Appropriate aerodromes WPERA are displayed as
triangles, and the color code is used to assign decision points WPDEC to the corresponding optimal WPERA. Squares
represent WPDEC located on the reference track. Small circles represent WPDEC located offside the reference track. Diamonds
represent WPDEC offside the reference track with a higher savings potential than the corresponding on-track WPDEC.
The right-hand chart shows all depicted square- and diamond-shaped WPDEC of the
search space map with regard to their relative position in terms of sAir,Fw on the x-axis,
while the y-coordinate depicts the numeric value with regard to the examined metric. In
Figure 3a, AWSE-DPP is applied to each node array in order to obtain the achievable local
minimum values of mTF+CF. The baseline, marked by 0%, refers to the amount of fuel
for a conventional fuel planning. The chart shows that the amount of fuel uplift mTF+CF
for unprotected actions can be reduced by 22% compared to the conventional reference
value, if WPDEC,On is located at sAir,Fw = 77% and WPERA is selected to be the aerodrome
YJT, as it is indicated by the yellow color. Along the sAir,Fw interval between 60% and
77%, the fuel mTF+CF is derived according to Equation (2), continuously decreasing with
proceeding WPDEC position. Beyond that position, however, Equation (1) resumes being
dominant, as implied by Equation (3). This results in continuously increasing values
mTF+CF and alternating aerodromes WPERA regarding the local minimum of acceptable
fuel load mTF+CF (compare Figure 1d). In Figure 3b, the assignment of one WPERA to
each WPDEC in search space is conducted according to the criterion of minimum fuel
consumption. Both cases, Figure 3a,b, show the same set of selected WPERA and similar
areas of WPERA-affiliation over the search space, and a comparison between the two curves
shows a close correlation. Based on the information given in Figure 3, the apparently best
action for a decision maker to select seems to be the on-track WPDEC located at sAir,Fw = 76%
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with the aerodrome YJT to be the designated WPERA. This action—α(DEC76%,On, YJT)—
allows a fuel load reduction of 22% in comparison to the baseline and holds an expected
savings potential ΦFuelCon regarding fuel consumption of −4.5%, provided that a diversion
occurs in only one out of twenty missions. The same search space is depicted in Figure 5a,
whereas, here, the WPERA assignment to the search space elements is conducted according
to a minimum expected expense. The search space map, therefore, provides merged
information on potential fuel savings and all further costs, resulting from a diversion. In
this chart, the savings potential ΦDOC for an action α(DEC69%,On, YJT) is pointed out to
be a far more favorable option than α(DEC76%,On, YJT), yielding an expected reduction of
−0.41% regarding CDOC, rather than −0.22%. As the position WPDEC=76%,On is located
considerably beyond the track’s closest point to aerodrome YJT, a diversion conducted
from that position would cause unnecessarily high detours in terms of time, and therefore
WPDEC positions located earlier along the track should be favored. In this case, the selected
action α(DEC69%,On, YJT) is the monetarily optimal option.
DODP 1 DODP 2 DODP 3 DODP 4
Day 1 - Day 8 Day 1 - Day 8 Day 1 - Day 8 Day 1 - Day 8


















































































Figure 4. Expected potential Φ of unprotected actions compared to protected actions with regard to (a) reduction in fuel
consumption for on-track decision points; (b) additional reduction in fuel consumption for off-track decision points; (c)
reduction in CDOC for on-track decision points; (d) reduction in CDOC for off-track decision points.
5.2. Quantification of Savings Potential
The savings potential regarding expected fuel consumption ΦFuelCon and expected
expense ΦDOC is depicted in Figure 4, summarizing the 32 investigated combinations of
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DODPs and meteorological days, arranged in four DODP-wise segments. The color code
refers to the underlying probability of success PEvent(A).
The savings potential regarding fuel consumption as presented in Figure 4a shows
that all investigated combinations easily exceed ΦFuelCon = −3%. In some cases, the
potential almost reaches values of −5%—savings that come in addition to the AWSE-
benefits. Between the segments, the fluctuation of savings potential shows a comparably
small dependency on the DODP, but a high dependency on the meteorological days. The
deviation of savings potential shows repeating sequences in each segment of Figure 4. The
observable impact of the atmospheric effects, partially caused by routing adaptation and
partially by effects on flight time, can be quantified to approximately 0.8%. The remainder
of the ΦFuelCon fluctuation is mainly induced by the success probability, which shows a
significant dependency on the DODPs. Exemplarily comparing the values ΦFuelCon of D8,
a similarity can be observed between the DODP1 and DODP3, showing a distinct variance
between cases of high and low success probability. In segments 2 and 4, on the other
hand, the results of D8 show a significantly smaller sensitivity on the success probability
PEvent(A). This dependency can be confirmed for most other days, allowing the conclusion
that the impact of success probability particularly depends on the investigated DODP.
These exemplary combinations, D8 and DODP3 respectively DODP4, can be compared
in Figure 5c,d in detail. While DODP4 is passing a convenient WPERA (aerodrome YYR)
in direct proximity, the track of DODP3 is far-off. This offset results in longer detours for
a diversion, which cannot even be compensated by placing off-track decision points and
explains the dependency on the success probability.
Another subject of investigation throughout this study is the quantification of addi-
tional savings potential, induced by a formation routing adapted to optimal fuel planning.
Therefore, Figure 4b depicts the difference between actions including WPDEC,On and
WPDEC,Off with regard to their expected fuel savings potential ΦFuelCon.
Expanding the search space by off-track decision points, the additional potential
gained by that measure does not exceed 0.1% and can, therefore, assumed to be negligi-
ble. Furthermore, we found no distinct connection between PEvent(A) and the additional
optimization potential. The combination DODP3 and D2, for instance, shows an opposite
behavior compared to the majority of the other combinations, as the highest value PEvent(A)
holds the smallest difference ΦFuelCon,Off −ΦFuelCon,On in savings potential. Although no
further savings can be gained due to utilizing off-track decision points, the analysis of the
numeric charts in Figure 5 shows that, in some cases, such as (b) and particularly (c), a
WPDEC,Off can provide a measure to considerably shift decision point positions to higher
values sAir,Fw while the level of ΦFuelCon, respectively ΦDOC, remains almost constant
(compare WPDEC (I) and WPDEC (II) in Figure 5c,d, respectively).
The monetary savings potential with regard to CDOC is summarized in Figure 4c.
Varying the success probability PEvent(A) between 90% and 99%, the resulting potential
ΦDOC,On ranges from approximately +0.9% (unprofitable area) to −1.2% (profitable area).
As observed before with regard to ΦFuelCon, the values ΦDOC show a predominant sen-
sitivity on the meteorological days. Finally, the additional savings potential due to the
expansion of search space to off-track decision points is summarized in Figure 4d. Except
for one case, the potential does not exceed values of 0.05% and can be assumed to be
negligible in terms of additional savings.























































































































































































Figure 5. Optimization potential regarding expected expense, resulting from unprotected actions compared to protected
actions. The depicted cases (a–d) show exemplarily four combinations of DODP and meteorological day for an assumed
value of formation success probability PEvent(A) = 0.95.
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5.3. Minimum Required Success Probability
In order to operate on the edge of break-even condition, when conducting unprotected
actions, a minimum success probability needs to be achieved. The monetary break-even
probabilities are depicted for two levels of fuel price in Figure 6a. It can be observed that,
for fuel prices as in the year 2019 (black markers), minimum values of success probability
between PEvent,Min(A) = 92% and 94% are sufficient in order achieve a monetary savings
potential by AWSE-DPP, depending on the meteorological day.
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Figure 6. Required success probabilities P(A) under operating conditions on the edge of break-
even. (a) required success probabilities for a monetary break-even condition of AWSE-DPP; (b)
required success probabilities for a break-even condition of AWSE-DPP in terms of fuel consumption;
(c) required success probabilities for a monetary break-even condition of AWSE, conducting a
conventional fuel planning.
In the case of lower fuel prices, however, such as in the year 2016 (gray markers), the
achievable fuel savings have less weight in comparison to the high additional costs due
to a diversion mission, shifting the minimum success probability PEvent,Min(A) to higher
values between 95% and 96.5%, indicating that AWSE-DPP is particularly rewarding for
high fuel prices.
From a perspective of fuel savings, the minimum break-even probabilities depicted
in Figure 6b show a distinct dependency on both the DODP and the atmospheric day.
For DODP1 and DODP3, the break-even probability takes values up to 23%, which is
nevertheless clearly below the monetary break-even level. For DODP2 and DODP4 , it can
be observed that, even in the case of a diversion mission, fuel consumption can be reduced,
resulting in required break-even probabilities of PEvent,Min(A) = 0%.
As long as an aerodynamic formation is conducted successfully, rich savings regarding
fuel consumption can compensate a possible detour along
−→
WP[ADEP→RSP→SEP→ADES], but,
in the case of a formation failure, this detour can induce unnecessary expenses compared
to a direct routing
−→
WP[ADEP→ADES]. In order to derive break-even rates for the concept
of AWSE itself, these margins of potential savings and loss have been balanced with
the operating costs CDOC,Direct, which result from a conventional mission without AWSE
benefits, and a default fuel planning according to mTF+CF = 1.05 ·mTF(
−→
WP[ADEP→ADES]).
Since the monetary efficiency is a crucial prerequisite before commercial airlines can
consider adopting the concept of AWSE in the future, the depicted break-even probabilities
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in Figure 6c represent a minimum level of PEvent,Min(A) that must not be undershot for
economic reasons and can therefore be taken for granted in the course of investigations
on AWSE-DPP. However, these values show that, for DODP2 and DODP4 (differing
destination airports), the minimum probability ranges from 25% up to 74%, depending on
the fuel price and atmospheric day. The required probabilities PEvent(A) for connections
DODP1 and DODP3 (common destination airports), on the other hand, range between 0%
and 7% and show small variability regarding day and fuel price.
6. Conclusions and Outlook
The approach presented in this study allows for including the anticipated AWSE-
induced reduction regarding mission fuel demand in the course of the fuel planning process
and, therefore, to take advantage of a significantly reduced take-off mass. An adapted
version of the Decision Point Procedure has been applied, allowing the derivation of flight
planning scenarios for AWSE formations. The procedure comprises an integrated view on
fuel demand, routing, and airport availability along the track that can be used for refueling
stops in a contingency case. The results show that, for a two-aircraft Trans-Atlantic mission
conducting AWSE, the adapted planning procedure provides a fuel saving potential of
3% to 5% in addition to the savings of aerodynamic formation flight itself. Therefore, the
success rate of conducting the formation has been assumed to take values between 90% and
99%. The expected fuel savings by using the new procedure and the monetary expenses
arising from occasional refueling stops have been traded against each other by applying an
assessment method for direct operating costs, considering flight time, fuel costs, navigation
fees, landing fees, and other factors. We quantified the expected monetary outcome to
vary between +0.8% (cost increase) and −1.2% (cost savings), depending on the value of
formation success probability (90% to 99%). Assuming a high fuel price as in the year 2019,
we showed that the monetary savings potential reaches profitable values in all examined
cases, as long as success probabilities higher than 94% can be maintained. The required
break-even probability in order to reduce the long-term fuel consumption was shown to
be significantly lower, taking values between 0% and 23%. A further break-even analysis
showed that the requirements for economically efficient operations conducting AWSE-DPP
are significantly higher compared to the mere concept of AWSE, which was found to
require success probabilities PEvent,Min(A) between 0% and 74%, particularly depending
on the DODP, but also on atmospheric day and fuel price.
Furthermore, it was shown that a route optimization in terms of slightly shifting a
track towards potential diversion airports, in order to decrease time-dependent costs for
refueling, merely provides a marginal potential of saving fuel and monetary expenses.
Nevertheless, we found that the route optimization grants a certain extent of planning
flexibility, as it allows for shifting the predefined decision point along the track while
maintaining the resulting savings.
The presented method and the results, however, are solely valid under the assumption
of a full formation success or failure. The case of an early formation breakup, e.g., induced
due to a technical problem during the formation, has not been modeled yet. A related
gap is represented by the likewise missing analysis of critical points. This step, which
is required according to the regulations on flight planning, has not been included in the
procedure so far. Therefore, the derivation of the designated fuel component additional fuel,
as well as a detailed analysis of the requirements that come along with isolated aerodromes,
is marked for implementation in the course of future work.
Another aspect for future work is a more elaborate analysis of diversion costs, as, by
now, there are no soft costs taken into account, like, for instance, the lack of passenger’s
comfort in the case of a diversion mission, or possible occurring problems regarding
interconnecting flights.
Requiring formation success rates beyond 90%, the realization of economically sustain-
able operations applying AWSE-DPP was shown to be a challenging task. The development
of active policies might represent a conceivable measure in order to achieve the required
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level of reliability, for instance, by new concepts in Air Traffic Management that support
compatibility with AWSE. Supplementary research on indirect measures might signifi-
cantly contribute to increasing attainable levels of success probability PEvent(A), e.g., by
optimal selection procedures for formation partners as well as by predictive methods
with regard to corresponding success probabilities. While the current work is based on
meteorological reanalysis data, effectively neglecting forecast induced uncertainties, future
work is intended to consider forecast data regarding meteorology and air traffic flow, and
combining these indirect methods with the development of active measures.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
ADEP Departure Airport
ADES Destination Airport




DOC Direct Operating Cost
DODP Double-Origin-Destination-Pair
DPP Decision Point Procedure
ECMWF European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
ERA En-Route Alternate Airport
FFF Fuel-for-Fuel
FW Follower Aircraft
RSP Rendezvous Starting Point
SDL Schedule
SEP Separation Ending Point
TCM Trajectory Calculation Module
TF Trip Fuel
WP Waypoint
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Appendix A. Atmosphere Days
Table A1. Atmosphere data under consideration.
Index Atmosphere Day (Y-M-D-T)
D1 Summer Pattern 1: 2008-08-02-12
D2 Summer Pattern 2: 2012-06-08-12
D3 Summer Pattern 3: 2012-08-29-12
D4 Winter Pattern 1: 2006-12-30-12
D5 Winter Pattern 2: 2011-02-22-12
D6 Winter Pattern 3: 2009-02-17-12
D7 Winter Pattern 4: 2010-02-19-12





















Figure A1. Aerodromes under consideration for DPP planning.
Table A2. Aerodromes under consideration.
ICAO Code IATA Code Departure Aerodromes Latitude Longitude
EGLL LHR London Heathrow Airport 51.4775◦ −0.4614◦
LFPG CDG Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport 49.0097◦ 2.5478◦
ICAO Code IATA Code Destination Aerodromes Latitude Longitude
KJFK JFK John F. Kennedy International Airport 40.6398◦ −73.7789◦
KORD ORD Chicago O’Hare International Airport 41.9786◦ −87.9048◦
ICAO Code IATA Code En-Route-Alternate Aerodromes Latitude Longitude
KBGR BGR Bangor International Airport 44.8074◦ −68.8281◦
KPBG PBG Plattsburgh International Airport 44.6509◦ −73.4681◦
KPSM PSM Portsmouth International at Pease Airport 43.0779◦ −70.8233◦
KRME RME Griffiss International Airport 43.2338◦ −75.4070◦
CYBG YBG CFB Bagotville 48.3306◦ −70.9964◦
CYHZ YHZ Halifax/Stanfield International Airport 44.8808◦ −63.5086◦
CYJT YJT Stephenville Airport 48.5442◦ −58.5500◦
CYMX YMX Montreal International (Mirabel) Airport 45.6795◦ −74.0387◦
CYOW YOW Ottawa Macdonald-Cartier International Airport 45.3225◦ −75.6692◦
CYQM YQM Greater Moncton International Airport 46.1122◦ −64.6786◦
CYQX YQX Gander International Airport 48.9369◦ −54.5681◦
CYUL YUL Montreal/Pierre Elliott Trudeau International Airport 45.4706◦ −73.7408◦
CYVO YVO Val-d’Or Airport 48.0533◦ −77.7828◦
CYYR YYR Goose Bay Airport 53.3192◦ −60.4258◦
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